MARCH 24
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Know Me

am here. Do not seek to know the future.
Mercifully, I conceal it from you.
Faith is too priceless a possession to be sacrificed in order to gain knowledge. But faith itself is
based on the knowledge of Me.
So remember that daily time spent with Me is
not to learn the future or to receive revelation about
the unseen. Rather, it is a time to gain an intimate
knowledge of Me which will teach you all things
and be the very foundation of your faith.
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Wonders Will Unfold

am with you. Do not fear. Never doubt My love
and power. Your heights of success will be won
by the daily persistent doing of what I have said.
Daily, steady persistence. Steady drops of water
wear away a stone. In the same way, your daily persistence will wear away all of your difficulties, will
gain success for you, and will enable you to help
others.

Persevere. Go forward so boldly, so unafraid. I
am beside you to help you and strengthen you.
Wonders have unfolded. Still more will
unfold, beyond your dreams, beyond your hopes
(Ephesians 3:20).
Say, “All is well” to everything. All is well.
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Follow Your Guide

am with you to guide you and help you. Unseen
forces are working on your behalf. Your petty
fears are baseless.
Imagine a man walking through a glorious
forest, worrying about the river ahead and fearful
that he will not be able to cross it when, the whole
time, there was a bridge going over it. And what if
that man had a friend who knew the way — in fact,
had planned the journey — and reassured him that
there were no surprises ahead, that all was well?
So leave your foolish fears and follow Me, your
guide. Be determined in your refusal to consider
tomorrow’s problems. My message to you is “trust
and wait.”
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Go Forward

est in Me, quiet in My love, strong in My power.
Think what it means to possess a power which
is greater than any earthly force. An influence that
is greater, and more far-reaching, than that of any
earthly ruler.
No invention, no electricity, no magnetic force,
no gold could achieve even one-millionth of all
that you can achieve by the power of My Spirit. Just
think for one moment all that means.
Go forward. You are only beginning the new
life together. Rejoice! Rejoice! Rejoice!
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Evil Mountains

aith and obedience will remove mountains — mountains of evil, mountains of difficulty.
But faith and obedience must go hand in hand.

